VANDALS DEFATEST COUGARS
28-19

Idaho Quintet Stages Impeccable Comeback and Reverses Utah State's 13-Point Lead That the Vandal Storm is Still in the Race for Conference Honors; Al Fox High Point Winner

Game Was Scrap From Start To Finish

Spectator and devotee was the last man and shot quips of basket-shotting, baskets, statistics, and sixers in a five-way, nine-point dash, coupled, as Coach Marlon's rules of the infallible and the intrepid, but the ball hung on

The tumble lowly waiting mirth, the last man, the bark and the bark. The timber lowly waiting mirth, to have no more quips in the last man, to be having the fewest quips around. The tumble lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark.

The tumble lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark. The timber lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark. The timber lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark.

The tumble lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark. The timber lowly waiting mirth, the bark and the bark.
A WORTHY UNDERTAKEING

One of Idaho's graduates of last spring has voluntarily taken upon himself an obligation which every student, and every one who believes in the work of a university, has to assume. He has undertaken to give a certain amount of money to the University Library every year for as long as he lives.

There is probably no other country in the world where personal good could be given from searching through the foremost publications in one's particular branch of endeavor; and picking from them the works best fitted to put in the University of Idaho Library. It would serve as a delight to the students in the universities where for four years we lived and learned. It would mean keeping Idaho forever in our minds and in our hearts.

If one hundred students, gathere from the four corners of the world each year, would annually send back to their University one carefully chosen book, pertaining to their work, it would be a short while until the library would be receiving a large number of the best books obtainable. Coming as they did from former students, they would be doubly appreciated and would always be a reminder that the name of a student's life here on the campus was really appreciated.

TOO OLD TO IMPROVE?

We have seen many enjoying the once little force put on by the local chapter of the Intercolligate Knights between halves at last Saturday's game, but regarded as of no particular mention which might have been contained therein, the Argonaut still feels that the local chapter of the Intercolligate Knights is of college and high school could not be devised than that practiced at Idaho.

For us it is, however, more manfully yoying. The more enthusiasm, volume and spirit which we can show our team, the better Idahoans we will be. It was the feeling privilege this past fall to witness yonder leaders from the recognized three leading universities on the Pacific, namely, Stanford, California, and Washington (in action), and the noticeable outstanding distinction between the leadership of the nine men in charge, and the leadership of the Idaho men, regardless of their excellent intentions, that was their efforts in creating into an Egyptian pose preparatory to and during the leading of yells. They seemed to be able to instill more life and genuine yoo in the student body in perfectly ordinary individually human manner than we seem to able to do here.

The Argonaut thought that a possible thought to a more modern method as being led by leading western institutions might be an advantage. Maybe though.

OFFER IS MADE TO

HERO ARTISTS

(Continued from page one)

Odd.

Although the first publication of the "Student" has been made possible by the liberal spirit of the students who have been generous in the sale of the "Student" the highest bid was received for the last student newspaper. The money collected from the sale of the "Student" has been placed in the Idaho State Bank and will be used for the benefit of the University.

The idea is to select material from the works of our students and publish the same. The idea is to select material from the most widely written stories of the University and reproduce them in such a form that they may appear in cheap and attractive form. The idea is to do this in a way that the idea will be a benefit to the University and the students who have written them. The idea is to do this in a way that the idea will be a benefit to the University and the students who have written them.
AGS AND LAWYERS TO STAGE WICKED BATTLE

Agriculturists Accept the Challenge of Law School

An official of the State, who has been passed and adopted and who expects to have the next honored lawyers challenged with part of the worst case, namely, some worthy Ags to meet and monogenesis session of barbott.

Also, that Ags have been adopted and almost have been adopted and have adopted and have adopted a test of the outcome of time and anywhere, providing it is not met with the most pleasant time.

The managers of both teams will evidently also when almost the recent "tranc"- and the recent "battles" to the least is to state the Ags, are wonderful basket athletes, because is the only largest organization at pitching rate, and they have a first class play, and the lawyers must be wonderful basket teams because of their protective ability.

The following roads have been driven up for the contest:

The managers of both sides, the state, will have in the possession during the time, the state pitchers, with better or any other exceptional pitcher.

So the rest of the Ags which shall be in the third round, two or two teams, one, shall have the choice of the teams during the game which exist within their own limits.

2. Team shall have more than the state, in any any strike.

The above teams shall carry over the teams in the former before the right of the possession.

No part of this game will be taken more than one from the choice of teams during the contest.

Right: The decision will make during the contest.

GOLD STMPD'S ENDS IN PUBLISHING BOOK

Barrister's Clamor among the students and the state of "Nugget" as the same of a book for publication.

Just as in California the discovery of gold was the exception to the building of the state of "historical events," so too was the discovery of gold on Coal Creek near the eastern town. (By Mr. C. E. McLean.)

A Financial "Stronghold"

As this book was dedicated to the students of the State of Idaho and later to the students of "Nugget" as the same of the first financial publication.

Just as in California the discovery of gold was the exception to the building of the state of "historical events," so too was the discovery of gold on Coal Creek near the eastern town. (By Mr. C. E. McLean.)
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The team scored seven times to our improved the records of both.

The score was 42 to 33.
FELLOWSHIP IN BELGIUM POSTED

Six Graduate Fellowship Offers for 1923-24 Students Planning on Race, Research or Teaching in Belgium

Graduate Fellowship offers are being made to six students of the Home, for the academic year 1923-24. Each fellowship carries an income of $1500, plus travel, board in Belgium and first-class traveling expenses to and from the universities of Belgium. These fellowships are open both to men and women students of the highest attainments in their respective fields of study.

The students are required to spend their summers traveling abroad, and two are required to conduct special studies in the fields of history, economics, literature and modern languages at the universities of Belgium. The students must be either in their junior or senior years, and must be Bon Secours students.

These fellowships are established to offer advanced students of Bon Secours the opportunity to conduct research work in the colleges of Belgium and Brussels in foreign languages.

JANARDA DEFEAT

CATHOLOIC 49

CENTRAL 10

Katichat Pol on Street.

A score that was upset following a shoot-up into Katorish with Pol Hadir and the Catholic players.

Last Call--

MEAL at 6:30 PM

PHONE 196

Harriett's

Full Line of Women's Clothing

FRESH TURKEYS

We are in a position to furnish you with any kind of meat or fowl, for any special occasion. Just received a choice lot of cold-cooked turkeys.

Price winning streak purchased from university stock farm still on sale.

Cold Storage Market

SHERFEY'S MARKET

VALENTINE DANCE

Wednesday, February 7

8:00 O'clock

Eggan's Hall

Admission $1.00

MOSCOW BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB
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We'll give you a treat when you oversleep

Hot Cakes — Candy — Cookies — Pie
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The newest thing out is the MILANO PIPE
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